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The first love in our lives is our mom. Addressing the adult children of borderlines and the
therapists who use them, Dr. Some visitors may recognize their mothers as well as themselves in
this book. Lawson shows how exactly to care for the waif without rescuing her, to attend to the
hermit without feeding her dread, to love the queen without becoming her subject, also to live
with the witch without getting her victim. Four character profiles describe different sign clusters
that are the waif mom, the hermit mother, the queen mother, and the witch.A Jason Aronson
Reserve Dr. Lawson's tips for prevention include empathic knowledge of the borderline mom and
early intervention with her children to ground them in reality and counteract the often dangerous
effects of coping with a "make-believe" mother. Dr. They'll also find specific ideas for creating
healthier relationships. Recognizing her face, her voice, the meaning of her moods, and her facial
expressions is vital to survival. Christine Ann Lawson vividly describes how mothers who suffer
from borderline personality disorder produce children who may flounder in existence even as
adults, futilely struggling to reach the protection of a parental harbor, struggling to acknowledge
that their borderline parent lacks a pier, or perhaps a discernible shore. Children of borderlines
are at risk for developing this complicated and devastating character disorder themselves.
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Changed my life EASILY could give this reserve a thousands superstars and then take the author
to lunch I'd. I cannot tell you what this reserve offered in terms of emotional relief but I will try. I
would not attempt to use this publication as my sole source in recovery myself and/or my
relationships with anyone who has BPD, but it can help as a complementary component of
education and therapy. I finally at 34 years outdated got the epiphany that if this publication was
right after that logically there is credible evidence that I was not actually a bad person. I
understood at core that I believed I was poor. I feel quiet. How can you discover anything
realistically or find happiness in case you are bad at your core ? Because of this book I am aware
why I have so many of the issues I do, I am aware my mother and why she had the issues she did
(with no need to feel sorry for her--I simply just understand it), and Personally i think so much
less crazy. A space intended to allow me to go over things that have happened in different ways.
Truly bad. For the first time maybe ever ( while not on medications ) I am silent inside. It helped
me realize that some idea patterns imposed by my mom weren't true. Just tranquil. I feel nice. I
feel quiet. These last 6 times have been so wonderful. I am half method through the reserve and
can't wait to see what it says next. Thank god because of this book. A must-browse.The book
isn't designed to nit-pick the parenting of a lot of the population. I under no circumstances knew
(or even actually thought) that it was so very bad until my past due teenage years when the
consequences of what I went through began to become clear. Suggest this book for everybody
who was raised with a Borderline mother.If you're dealing with, or suspect you're dealing with
BPD in your family, the best case situation is to have a good therapist as your Sherpa as you
navigate those waters. I just miss all my notes to myself.I purchased this book years ago on here
in a whim and it changed everything for me. Removing it didn't harm the cover nonetheless it
was like that clear detachable adhesive you can get on pamphlets in the mail.It's possible for the
armchair quarterbacks to claim that those traumatized by BPD parents should simply quit their
dang whining, snap out of it and get with the program, but those traumatized by a BPD parent
employ a different definition of love (and an agonizing one in that) than those reared in more
authentically and altruistically loving households.Understanding how to like and trust after
developing up in a BPD home is not that different. I would wager that 100 out of 100 BPD-
traumatized people would trade a kidney for the capability to just "snap from it," as the internal
work that needs to be done can be arduous and sometimes even more painful than what
occurred as a child. I couldn't really view it while I was still coping with her, because I was still in
it. This book is an excellent beginning.My duplicate of the book was published in 2000, when
bookshelves were not aswell stocked for quality personal psychology books but were certainly
rife with a lot of flim-flam pop psychology. This publication finally gave me a structure to
understand what happened. There's no retirement arrange for martyrs, which book will let you
know you're not by itself if that was your background. The idea of motherhood offers been
sanctified for such a long time that it's difficult to take mothers (even people with inflicted harm)
down from the pedestal to investigate behavior in a constructive way.Some reviewers claim the
archetypes seem a bit harsh, if the title was "Understanding the Borderline Co-Worker" instead of
"Understanding the Borderline Mother," I suspect there will be fewer complaints of that nature.
When I share with someone - it generally does not come back. Thank you. Regardless I am still
happy I made the purchase. ideally, your experienced therapist provides helped others through all
stages of healing and will possess insight to expedite your path to wellness. BPD is weighty
stuff, and also if you've handled other major problems in therapy in the past, BPD weighs in so
much more exponentially.This book will likely validate your childhood experiences that previously
didn't seem sensible. There are passages that will help identify what's missing in your early



childhood development and will clarify what you can do as a grown-up to rectify that lack of early
advancement and move toward a life of love and trust. This reserve was like reading about the
majority of my childhood. But I'm pretty good.For those suffering from BPD, this book is not "yet
another excuse to whine," and it's highly insensitive and demonstrates ignorance (or perhaps
denial? So thankful because of this book.Ironically, it is the extremely absence of an eternity
"whining" or actually uttering an individual complaint for some BPD-traumatized people that has
ultimately produced the most dysfunction in their own lives. Walt Disney was living such a text
book, painful life. There has been additional analysis on BPD since 2000 with many publications
for patients taking a more clinical tone than this reserve, but considering this book in context, it
really is a smart, well-written volume for the 2000 target audience, utilizing archetypes to
illustrate various kinds of BPD in mothers. Absolutely amazing! Thank you Chrisrine Lawson. I
absolutely love this publication. I had a very difficult childhood coping with my solitary,
Borderline, alcoholic, and Narcissistic mother. I have no idea what I am but not being bad is a
really nice start.Stopping the cycles of misuse requires reputation of the issue and modifications
to behavior. It was my reality, it was all I knew, and it was screwed up. You'll definitely wonder
why everybody else seemed to ambulate better, but you'd absence the mental framework to
identify the difference between strolling and crawling, as this concept had hardly ever been
taught for you in the early years when it most mattered. My mother had mentioned that a doctor
told her she needed therapy for her Borderline and I had no idea what that designed. When I got
and read this book it transformed my human brain and understanding of Borderline. I was a
budding Psychology student at that time, and I was also just getting into the process of recovery
years of trauma. The felt what I'd describe was an opening inside my heart. I still have quite a
distance to proceed but this publication was, but still is, key in my recovery and advancement of
my very own identity, individual from my moms. I am lucky that I saw everything for what it had
been. That is leading me, painfully, to the light. I've hated myself for some of my entire life and
attempted destroying myself to help make the personal loathing end for such a long time. It
changed my entire life and opened my eyes and place my thoughts and feelings into words. I
always thought there was something amiss with my mother growing up, but remained silent
because I thought nobody would believe me. This reserve supplied the validation I have already
been seeking all these years. I am totally estranged from my mom, who was certainly emotionally
abusive and manipulative, and a bit physically abusive, which curtailed as I grew older. She is an
assortment of the "Witch" and "Queen" types mentioned in the publication, and it had been so
affirming to know why I behaved the way I did, and that the majority of the interventions I used to
deal with her behavior produced sense. The very best I have run into so far. I would recommend it
for anybody and everyone who was raised with a Borderline mom.) of the medical diagnosis to
suggest it really is. Best Borderline Resource I've! My third duplicate of this wonderful book. The
celebrity examples do seem a little bit out of context, both in 2000 and in 2016, and seem a bit
exaggerated relative to the other examples of behavior. Learning to like and trust after
developing up in a BPD home Let's imagine your parents never taught you to walk or even
exposed you to the concept of strolling, and you spent the last 40 years crawling on your own
hands and knees.. explained it all explained my entire childhood to a T Fantastic and insightful
book! Buy this book!! It was a remarkable book, addressing so many problems and weaving in the
general public and private side of these characters.! I wish it helps and wish there are brighter
days full of love forward for you. It had been key to helping me understand my borderline mother
and clear up the misunderstandings of my unpredictable childhood. I highly recommend this
book. Many have suffered alone from their abuse, assuming this is of "love" they were given in



childhood needed them to accommodate abuse from others. Very powerful As the son of a
borderline witch I have struggled all my life to comprehend one question: why me personally? In
the sixteen years since, the reducing stigma for mental health issues as well as ever-expanding
media resources have increased the general public vocabulary in the area of psychology. So
thankful because of this book. My mother, 'the Queen' has much less power over me after
reading, understanding and placing some better equipment in my own bag! However.But happy
to talk about this insight with others in the same nightmare of borderline land.. If like me
personally you have a mother or father that has under no circumstances been formally
diagnosed - nevertheless, you are seeing a specialist that strongly believes they are suffering
from BPD; than probably this will be the single most significant book you can find. I have cried
many times as FINALLY some elements of my childhood possess started to make sense.
However, for the price of the reserve I anticipated it to maintain better condition. The lower right
part was banged up, and there is some sticky material on the cover. Seeing people move about
using only their feet would fascinate you, and you'd wish to try the idea, but after 40 years on
hands and knees, you'd probably fall down a whole lot, and it may be difficult to instantly develop
a sense of balance without some guidance. At the minimum, you'll have an objective voice of
reason in your exploration; Five Stars essential read and will need to have for each child of a
mother with BPD Life changing! Searching back now, I am therefore thankful so you can get out
when I did. This book was very informative yet interesting and gave a lot of examples. It had been
very easy to understand. As I psych main and someone that has had many people who have
character disorders in and out of my life, I have spent considerable time looking for books and
assets that could better explain BPD which one explains it in a complete new level and it is my
total favorite reserve! I am a 27 year old mental health provider, who works with people who have
borderline personality disorder, believe it or not. I highly recommend it to anyone that has a
cherished one with BPD. Accurate and helpful. This is a precise and helpful book. I bought the
paperback when it had been first released and it reoriented my globe. There is absolutely no guilt,
shame, personal loathing, and feeling of pouncing on somebody for putting me down. I possibly
could wish for more advice on dealing with the BPD mom when you are a grown-up child, but this
is the publication that started the get rid of. The one thing I can't understand is the cost of the
kindle edition. I came back here hoping to get a kindle version in addition to my paperback
version, and was appalled at the $45+ cost. They would sell so many copies if the price were
affordable!
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